
 

3-5 Year Olds 
SEPTEMBER

 WEEK 2

BIBLE STORY: GIDEON IS AFRAID • JUDGES 6:2-4, 11-12

BOTTOM LINE: God loves me no matter what. 
MEMORY VERSE: “Trust in the Lord with all your heart.” 
    Proverbs 3:5, NIV

ACTIVITY #1: Finding Feelings
WHAT YOU NEED:

Twenty yellow or any solid color paper dessert plates, four hula-hoops, and a permanent marker; 
Optional baskets or floor tape instead of hula-hoops

LARGE GROUP TIME - WORSHIP + LESSON
Please remember to have your group sit together and encourage them 

to engage in large group time as YOU engage in large group time!

During The Activity:

Divide the plates into four groups of five. Draw one of the following emotion faces on each group of plates: sad face, 
happy face, frustrated face, and afraid face (so five plates of each emotion). Be sure that the faces on all plates in 
each group look similar. Lay the hula-hoops on the floor in the room. If using floor tape, tape four squares in the room. 
Place one plate from each group in a hoop or square so that you have a sad hoop, a happy hoop, a frustrated hoop, 
and an afraid hoop. Hide the remaining sixteen plates around the activity area.

WHAT YOU DO: 

WHAT YOU SAY: 

TRANSITION:
Move to Worship and Story by making an afraid face as you walk to the story area.

Before The Activity:

“Our feeling plates are super cool, and I’ve hidden more feeling plates all over our room. Let’s work together to find 
them all! (Pause.) If you find a happy feeling, then you can put it in the happy feeling hoop. (Point.) Let’s see if we can 
find all of the feelings and fill the hoops! (Pause.) Great job, friends. We found all our feelings and filled our hoops!”

“Today, we’ll hear a Bible story about someone who was afraid. I can’t wait to hear what happens!”

Before The Activity:

Introduce each feeling in the hoops to the children. Then challenge the children to look around the activity area and 
find the hidden feelings. When a child finds a feeling plate, encourage them to place it in the appropriate hoop. 
Continue the activity until all hoops have five plates inside.

After The Activity:

During The Activity:
“Our feeling plates are super cool, and I’ve hidden more feeling plates all over our room. Let’s work together to find 
them all! (Pause.) If you find a happy feeling, then you can put it in the happy feeling hoop. (Point.) Let’s see if we can 
find all of the feelings and fill the hoops! (Pause.) Great job, friends. We found all our feelings and filled our hoops!”



 
ACTIVITY #2: Fizzy Hearts Verse

WHAT YOU NEED:
“Allergy Alert Poster” Activity Page, cardstock, two shallow dishes or baking sheets with a rim, four heart cookie cutters, baking 

soda, food coloring, vinegar, a plastic cup, four eyedroppers, plastic spoon, and a plastic tablecloth.

ACTIVITY #3: Pass the AFRAID Face! 
WHAT YOU NEED:

“Afraid Face” Activity Page; cardstock; scissors; and spring-loaded clothespins, one per child and leader.

WHAT YOU DO: 

WHAT YOU SAY: 

WHAT YOU SAY: 

WHAT YOU DO: 

“Here is a clothespin for each of you. You can pinch it open and closed like this. (Demonstrate.) Practice opening and 
closing your clothespin. (Pause.) Great! I have a game for us to play using the clothespins and this face. What feeling 
is this face showing? (Pause.) It’s the afraid face, you’re right. We are going to pass the face around the circle using 
your clothespins. I’ll start (Leader clips their clothespin to the face and holds it out for the child next to them.) [Child’s 
name], now you pinch the face with your clothespin and hold it while I take my clothespin off. (Pause.) Good job! Now
turn to your neighbor and hold the face out for them to pinch the face with their clothespin. (Leader may want to 
help guide with these words once around the circle.) You are doing a great job! Let’s go around again. (Repeat.)

“In our Bible story, Gideon was afraid (Hold up the afraid face) of the Midianite army. So God sent an angel to talk to 
Gideon to remind him that God was with Gideon, and then Gideon talked to God.

“Did God love Gideon when he was afraid? Yes, of course! God loved Gideon no matter what he felt, and God loves us 
no matter what, too. ***PRAY AND DISMISS***

During The Activity:

Copy “Allergy Alert Poster” on cardstock and post at the door. Cover the table with the tablecloth. Place two heart cookie cutters
in each baking dish and fill them about halfway with baking soda. Pour some vinegar into the plastic cup, add a few drops of food 
coloring, and stir to incorporate. Make sure you are the only one who handles the cup of vinegar.

During The Activity:

Before The Activity:

Gather the children to stand around the table. Fill the eyedroppers with the vinegar, explaining to the children that 
there is baking soda inside the heart and that you are about to add the vinegar. Let them predict what will happen 
when you add the vinegar.

Hand the eyedroppers to four of the children to add to the hearts as the children observe the vinegar reacting to the 
baking soda to create carbon dioxide bubbles! When the bubbles appear, lead the children to repeat the verse with 
the motions (below).

Once the eyedroppers are empty, gather them and reload with vinegar to give to four different children to create the 
reaction. Repeat until every child has had a turn. You should be able to see bubbles every time vinegar is added.

During The Activity:
Sit together in a circle. Give each child a clothespin and show them how to open and close it. Encourage the children 
to grasp the “Afraid Face” with their clothespin when it comes to them, then turn and pass it to their neighbor. The 
neighbor will grasp the face with the clothespin and the “passer” will take their clothespin off. Continue around the 
circle as many times as desired.

During The Activity:

Before The Activity:
“Friends, gather here with me around the table. What do you see in our baking dishes? (Pause.) Hearts! These hearts 
remind me of God’s big love for us! Our memory verse for this month reminds us to trust in the Lord with all our 
hearts. We can trust God because He loves us NO matter what!”

After The Activity:
Gather the eyedroppers in the baking dishes and the cup of vinegar and set out of reach of children for clean-up.

Before The Activity:
“Friends, come sit on the floor in a circle with me!”

“Do you see the white stuff in the center of the hearts? That’s baking soda. In this cup, I have some vinegar. We’re 
going to add a few drops of vinegar to our baking soda hearts. What do you think will happen when we add the vine-
gar? (Pause.) Let’s see!


